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Whangarei District Council Credit Rating

Reporting officer:

Alan Adcock (General Manager - Corporate/CFO)

Date of meeting:

25 May 2017
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Purpose
To inform Council of the updated WDC credit rating from Standard and Poors.
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Recommendation/s

That the Finance and Corporate Committee receives the 2017 Standard and Poors credit rating
report and notes its contents.
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Background
Whangarei District Council uses the ratings agency Standard and Poors (S&P) to provide our
credit rating, which allows LGFA, banks and other funders to determine the risks involved in
lending to WDC and thus the interest rates our debt incurs. The better our credit rating, the
less interest we are charged on debt. In addition, the credit rating process provides a
hardnosed independent commercial assessment of WDC’s financial position, financial
policies and management capability. This serves to provide evidence to Councillors and
ratepayers of the state of WDC’s financial position and strategy.
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Discussion
Whangarei District Council’s Credit Rating AA (Stable)
S&P have confirmed WDC’s long term credit rating at AA with a “Stable” outlook
(see Attachment 1). This is the highest credit rating WDC can receive as WDC cannot be
rated ahead of the NZ Government.
Strong financial management has seen WDC lift its credit rating from AA- to AA in the two
years since the current financial strategy was adopted in the 2015 – 2025 Long Term Plan.
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WDC Credit Profile stronger than NZ Government
In the commentary S&P state that WDC’s stand alone credit profile is “currently stronger
than our foreign currency rating on the sovereign”. This is an exceptional result and is
directly attributable to Council preparing a robust financial policy and sticking to it.
Future Outlook
S&P note that they expect WDC “will continue to improve its operating surplus by sticking to
its rates policy, further strengthening its after-capital accounts surplus and reducing its debt.”
As noted above WDC’s credit profile is ‘capped’ at AA, but S&P note that “If we were to raise
our rating on the sovereign, then we would likely raise our ratings on Whangarei…”
However, they also indicate that a significant deviation from our current financial strategy,
such as a major lift in capital expenditure without a corresponding increase in revenue, would
see our credit strength diminish. This information should be considered as the financial
strategy in the 2018 – 2028 Long Term plan is developed.
Strong Management Capability
As part of their assessment S&P interview the Mayor, Finance Committee Chair, CEO, CFO
and key financial and management staff. Their conclusion from that assessment is:
“Whangarei’s management is focused on prudent financial management and has contributed
to the council's strong financial position. The council is undergoing a management
restructure that will help to align its business activities and enable better delivery of services.”
Rates, Debt, Key Infrastructure and Capital Works Programme
Standard and Poors have also assessed our rates, debt, infrastructure and capital works
programme. Their conclusions are as follows:
•

“Whangarei's rates compare favourably with the average rates paid throughout
New Zealand, even after a one-off increase in overall rates of 9% in 2016.”

•

“We project Whangarei's debt metrics to continue improve in the medium term. The
council's rate policy has strengthened its operating position and after-capital account
balances. This decision is helping the council to be less reliant on borrowings and asset
sales to fund capital expenditures, therefore reducing its debt burden to 116% of
operating revenues in 2019 from 136% in 2016.”

•

“The absence of a significant infrastructure backlog provides Whangarei with some
expenditure flexibility around capital works, and the council can delay smaller projects if
the need arises.”

•

“We forecast the council will spend between NZ$41 million and NZ$44 million per year on
infrastructure, which is equivalent to about 31.6% of total expenditure. We expect
Whangarei's capital expenditure to peak at about 32.9% in 2018, mainly due to the
development of a new water treatment plant in Whau Valley.”

S&P assess our debt burden to be “High”. However, this assessment compares our debt
levels on a global, rather than national basis, and partly reflects the wide responsibilities that
the NZ local government sector has for infrastructure investment. In many other jurisdictions
much of this burden sits with federal or state authorities, meaning local government is less
reliant on debt funding.
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Conclusion
Standard and Poors have assessed WDC credit worthiness in considerable detail and
concluded that our credit rating is extremely strong. While our debt burden is still higher than
average WDC is doing well by every other measure.
This is an exceptional result for Council and reinforces the decision to set a strong financial
strategy and stick to the plan over the past two years.
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Significance and engagement
The decisions or matters of this report do not trigger the significance criteria outlined in
Council’s Significance and Engagement Policy, and the public will be informed via report
publication on the website.
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Attachment

1.

2017 Credit Rating Report
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